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Measurements and code comparison of wave dispersion
and antenna radiation resistance for helicon waves in a high
density cylindrical plasma source

D. A. Schneider, G. G. Borg,a) and I. V. Kamenski
Plasma Research Laboratory, Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering, Australian National
University, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory, 0200 Australia

~Received 13 January 1998; accepted 10 November 1998!

Helicon wave dispersion and radiation resistance measurements in a high density (ne'1019

21020m23) and magnetic field (B,0.2 T) cylindrical plasma source are compared to the results of
a recently developed numerical plasma wave code@I. V. Kamenski and G. G. Borg, Phys. Plasmas
3, 4396~1996!#. Results are compared for plasmas formed by a double saddle coil antenna and a
helical antenna. In both cases, measurements reveal a dominance of them511 azimuthal mode to
the exclusion of most other modes; in particular, no significantm521 mode was observed. The
helical antenna, designed to launchm,0 andm.0 modes in opposite directions along the field,
resulted in an axially asymmetric discharge with very little plasma on them,0 side of the antenna.
For both antennas, good agreement of the antenna radiation resistance and wave dispersion with the
model was obtained. It is concluded that unshielded antennas formed from current loops with an
importantumu51 component for the conditions of our experiment, couple most of their power to the
m511 helicon mode and thus have negligible parasitic, nonhelicon plasma loading. This result
greatly simplifies calculations of power balance in these sources by identifying the helicon as the
mode by which energy is transferred to the plasma. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~99!02902-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of helicon wave produced plasmas
processing of materials1–7 has made understanding the phy
cal mechanisms involved in this method of plasma prod
tion important to the optimization of existing source desig
and the design of sources with new applications. Whilst
theory of plasma wave propagation is generally well und
stood and has enjoyed wide application to radiofreque
heating and current drive in fusion plasma science, the
plication of plasma wave theory in cold industrial plasm
sources produced by helicon waves is relatively new and
not been explored with a theory that includes the geometr
details of the antenna. Consequently, some rather sa
facts have evaded careful experimental–theoretical verifi
tion. These include that antennas with anumu51 current
structure have an excited spectrum that, in most cases bu
all, is dominated by one mode: them511 mode. Moreover,
under all conditions this mode propagates without a cut
There tends to be an absence ofm521 modes under mos
conditions.8,9. Indeed there is even no consensus under w
conditions them521 wave may be observed. No clear ev
dence has been obtained for nonlinear effects in the w
coupling in plasma formation experiments. Finally, the i
portant overriding unanswered question is whether the th
retical antenna radiation resistance agrees with experim
and how much of the antenna power is parasitic~not coupled
to the helicon wave!. In this paper, we confron

a!Electronic mail: gerard.borg@anu.edu.au
7031070-664X/99/6(3)/703/10/$15.00
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these issues for the case of a cylindrical source with h
density (ne'101921020m23) and magnetic field (B
,0.2 T) and in which the antenna structure is mainlyumu
51. The simple geometry makes it possible to use a o
dimensional code for the comparison. Similar detailed co
parisons could be explored for the larger size, lower den
(ne,1019) and field sources (B0,0.02 T) for which the an-
tenna coupling and wave dispersion properties could be q
different, but often these devices have at least tw
dimensional geometry. In our experiment, the investigat
of m50 was hampered by the difficulty of obtaining plasm
breakdown with a singlem50 loop antenna. Despite this
work on plasma formation bym50 has been achieved, fo
example, in a larger plasma using a spiral antenna.10

The application of plasma waves to plasma formation
opposed to plasma formation in capacitively coupled pl
mas~CCPs! or inductively coupled plasmas~ICPs!, benefits
from the concept of the antenna radiation resistance.
antenna radiation resistance is calculated in the usual wa
applying the induced EMF~electromotive force! method to
the volume source current in the antenna.11 For a bounded
plasma, it must always equal the power dissipated in
plasma. For an infinite nondissipative plasma, however
need only balance the power loss by the Poynting flux
infinity. The antenna radiation resistance is nonzero for w
excitation in an infinite nondissipative medium, but it is ze
for CCPs and ICPs in such cases. In the CCP and ICP ca
antenna resistive loading must result from dissipative effe
in the plasma. In our case, the plasma cylinder is assu
infinite in at least one direction along the magnetic field ax
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Experimental layout of theBASIL apparatus
showing the 14 axial field coil pancakes. The antenna
located at the axial center of the machine to avoid e
effects and extends to the right in the figure. The rad
probe guide is located 200 mm to the left of the a
tenna. All other diagnostics were located to the right
the antenna.
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Clearly, the antenna radiation resistance may not depen
the wave dissipation mechanisms in a direct way. Ante
radiation resistance depends primarily on the dispers
properties of the wave and the structure of the antenna
allows antennas to be designed without regard to what d
pative mechanisms are operational in the plasma. None
less, antenna radiation resistance can still be a measure o
power deposited in a bounded plasma. What is require
that the wave propagates far from the antenna and be dam
before returning to the antenna. Whether or not this is
case is usually clear from wavefield measurements. If ca
modes are excited, then the antenna loading depends o
dissipation and dissipative effects cannot be ignored in
calculation of the antenna resistance. Antenna radiation
sistance can be measured from the power delivered to
plasma and the current flowing in the antenna without p
turbing the plasma, and for devices of one-dimensional
ometry like cylindrical geometry, a theoretical calculation
the resistance with a one-dimensional code should be
able. It should at least determine whether the wave is
main vehicle by which the antenna transmits its power to
plasma as opposed to, say, a parasitic mechanism. In fu
plasma applications in the Alfve´n and ion cyclotron fre-
quency ranges~ICRF!, the computation of a reliable antenn
radiation resistance is not so easy. Problems arise due t
complicated geometry of the machine leading to thr
dimensional effects such as toroidal coupling. If there is
electrostatic shield, there are problems due to the unkn
proximity of the antenna to the plasma boundary. There m
also be antenna driven sheath currents which cause par
loading as evidenced either by direct measurement12 or by
nonlinear antenna loading.13 Evidence now exists that three
dimensional modeling can provide a reliably accurate
tenna radiation resistance under some conditions in th
dimensional geometry, but the deficiencies of over-simplifi
models are recognized.14

Modeling of helicon sources is complicated by the wi
parameter regime over which helicon waves are used to
duce plasmas. In the low density and low field sourcesB
,0.02 T and ne,1019m23), wave–particle interactions
have been suggested as being important on occasions in
pling energy into electrons.15–17 Under these conditions, th
effects of finite electron mass are considered to
important.18,19 It has been argued by Kamenskiet al.,
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however,11 that for the high density and field sources~even
of small radius! considered in this paper, the dominantly e
cited m511 mode is not affected by finite electron mas
According to Shamraiet al.,18 finite electron mass effects ar
not important for our conditions whenk',300 m21 as sat-
isfied by theumu511 mode. We are therefore justified i
using a numerical model which neglects electron ma
Moreover, in the latter sources, the collision mean-free-p
is shorter than a wavelength and damping is predomina
due to collisions. As a result, the wave power deposition
local, so that the antenna radiation resistance is the only c
cal parameter in the energy balance. It should be pointed
that a recent upgrade of the present code to take into acc
finite electron mass as well as calculations for an infin
homogeneous plasma,20, appear to indicate that antenna r
diation resistance is not strongly dependent on finite elec
mass for our experimental conditions.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we d
scribe the experimental apparatus. In Sec. III we review
physics of the numerical code used to compare with exp
mental results. In Secs. IV, V, and VI we present, resp
tively, the experimental results for the double saddle coil a
the helical antenna over a wide range of discharge co
tions. In Sec. VII we conclude.

II. APPARATUS

The BASIL experiment is a linear magnetized plasm
originally designed as an electrodeless noble gas laser21 ~Fig.
1!. The uniform static field is approximately 1.4 m long wi
a maximum field strength of 0.2 T. The discharge is p
duced in an axially mounted pyrex tube of 50 mm outs
diameter, with the antenna being external to the tube m
way along the static field. The magnetic field coils surroun
ing the tube are located at radius 120 mm. Vacuum is ma
tained by a diffusion pump, the system having a ba
pressure of approximately 1mTorr. Radiofrequency powe
was provided by a 30 kW PEP CLH30/J AWA broadca
transmitter operated at 7 MHz. Powers up to 10 kW could
coupled to the plasma before arcing at the antenna. H
voltage breakdown problems were avoided as much as
sible by the use of high voltage vacuum variable capacit
in the match box and delron standoffs for antennas to prev
unipolar arcs chipping the pyrex.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Radial diagnostic probe access was achieved wit
probe chamber 200 mm from the left hand end of the ante
according to Fig. 1, which could support either a radial thr
component magnetic probe or a radial Langmuir pro
Axial probe measurements were made with a hooked th
component magnetic probe and Langmuir probe inse
through an O-ring sealed end plate in the vacuum vessel
which could slide along the vessel axis. In order to una
biguously resolve theki and azimuthal mode number spe
tra, an 8 coil azimuthal magnetic probe array@Fig. 2~a!# sam-
pling bu was fitted externally to the pyrex tube and cou
also slide parallel to the vessel axis.

The three-component magnetic probes were ortho
nally wound on a single former; each probe having less t
5 mm in linear dimension. All magnetic probe signals hav
common mode electrostatic signal capacitively coupled fr
the plasma. The probes were not shielded but the elec
static pick-up signal was separated from the magnetic c
ponent by a sum and difference network provided by a
brid combiner.22,23. The 3-component magnetic probes we
calibrated in Helmholtz coils while the azimuthal magne
probe array was calibrated by clipping onto a short circui
air core coaxial transmission line whose center condu
had the same o.d. as the pyrex vessel and which carri
known current. All rf magnetic probe signals were detec
synchronously with the rf drive by a pair of 8 channe
0.40–40 MHz broadband network analyzers. Antenna ra
tion resistance is determined by measuring the difference
tween the forward (Pf) and reflected (Pr) power into the

FIG. 2. Diagrams of~a! the azimuthal magneticbu probe,~b! the double
saddle coil antenna, and~c! the helical antenna.
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matching network and the antenna current (I ant) flowing in
the antenna. The radiation resistance is then given by

Rrad5
~Pf2Pr !

I ant
2

2Rvac ,

whereRvac is the so-called vacuum resistance measured
the absence of plasma. An independent test of the radia
resistance measurement was made by placing low induct
resistors of known values across the antenna feeders
comparing their effective series values with the measu
impedances.

III. NUMERICAL MODEL

The results are compared with a numerical code pre
ously employed to assess different antenna types in hel
sources.11 This model uses the finite element method to so
Maxwell’s equations for a cold infinite cylindrical plasm
inside a perfectly conducting cylinder with a vacuum g
between the outer conducting boundary and the plasma.
outer conducting boundary corresponds to the inside of
magnetic field coils inBASIL. In the code, the antenna can b
placed anywhere inside this cylinder, including in th
plasma. The code takes into account nonuniform radial e
tron density and temperature profiles.

The model uses the 232 dielectric tensor of a cold col
lisional plasma, with«3352` so thatEz50,

e5S e1 i e2

2 i e2 e1
D , ~1!

e1512(
i

vpi
2 ~v1 in i !

v~~v1 in i !
22vci

2 !
2

vpe
2 ~v1 ine!

v~~v1 ine!
22vce

2 !
,

~2!

e252(
i

vpi
2 vci

v~~v1 in i !
22vci

2 !
1

vpe
2 uvceu

v~~v1 ine!
22vce

2 !
,

where vpi ,vpe ,vci ,vce ,n i ,ne are plasma, cyclotron and
collision frequencies for ions and electrons, respectively. T
summation in~2! is over all ion species. Different ion specie
occur when higher order ionization states occur in the sa
plasma.

The code does not include the effects of finite electr
mass. As a result, the code is not capable of describ
higher than the first radial mode for the present experime
conditions.11

In Sec. II, we compare the observed damping leng
with theory. We cannot use the code to compare the damp
rate because of the neglect of the parallel electron dynam
Instead we simply apply the formulas derived by Chen24 for
the collisional and Landau damping lengths.

IV. PLASMA FORMATION BY THE DOUBLE SADDLE
COIL ANTENNA

A conventional unshielded double saddle coil anten
shown in Fig. 2~b! was wound on a former as a single serie
fed element and phased forumu51 excitation. The length of
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the double saddle antenna is 130 mm and its angular s
~the angle of a single azimuthal element subtended at
center of the machine! is 90°.

Figure 3 shows from top to bottom the time evolution
the density~ion saturation current!, power, antenna curren
and antenna radiation resistance during a typicalBASIL dis-
charge. The discharge starts with a transient high den
phase that later collapses to a lower density. The actual
namics of the early phase of the discharge has a com
time and axial evolution. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that
power coupled into the plasma drops after the first~high
density! phase of the discharge. After the early phase
plasma formation the density becomes quiescent and m
more uniform along the tube. Radial magnetic wave fi
profiles indicate the presence of higher order radial mode
the early phase and predominantly a single radial mode
the quiescent phase. Except for Fig. 8, data in this paper
restricted to the quiescent phase of the discharge.

Measurements were made over a range of parame
with the static magnetic field varied between 0.0384 T
0.15 T which spans the lower hybrid frequency for argo
Seven sets of radial electron density and temperature
files, longitudinally scanned azimuthal wave magnetic fi
and radiation resistance measurements were performed.
ure 4 shows the radial electron density profiles as a func
of the static field. These data are for argon, but similar p

FIG. 3. The time evolution of~a! the density from the ion saturation curren
~b! the power into the matching network,~c! the antenna current, and~d! the
radiation resistance as a function of time for argon, pressure 30 mTorr,
0.0896 T with the double saddle coil antenna.
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files were taken in neon and helium for the dispersion a
radiation resistance comparison. A curious phenomeno
that the density is noticeably peaked near 0.0768 T for arg
indicating a change in the plasma dynamics at this poin
will be shown to have no consequence for the agreem
between the experimental and the calculated dispersion
antenna radiation resistances.

The azimuthal probe array permitted detailed measu
ments of the azimuthal and axial wave numbers of the h
con wave. Figure 5 shows a typical azimuthal amplitude a
phase profile taken with the 8 coil azimuthal probe 200 m
from the right hand end of the antenna. A deficiency of t
probe is that it cannot detect fields with radial nodes at
location of the probe. However, form561 this is not a
problem. From the almost linearly increasing phase,
wave is predominantly anm511 azimuthal mode. The
Fourier series coefficient amplitudes@obtained from a com-
plex expansion in exp(imu)] shown as a histogram plot in
Fig. 5 confirm this and the striking lack of them521 azi-
muthal mode. These spectra are qualitatively similar for
axial locations. The radial magnetic wave field profiles
Fig. 6 appear to indicate the dominance of the first rad
mode. All the discharges shown in Fig. 4 are very similar
the predominance of anm511 azimuthal and first orde
radial mode in the steady state phase of the discharge. T
observations are in qualitative agreement with the code.

For the discharges in Fig. 4, the parallel wave num
was determined by Fourier analysis~FFT, fast Fourier trans-
form! of the complex signal~amplitude and phase! from the

ld

FIG. 4. Radial electron density profiles of an argon discharge with
double saddle coil antenna as the static magnetic field is varied.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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network analyzer of any single element of the azimut
probe array as it was drawn along the plasma column.
determine whether this was a reliable measurement of
parallel wave number, an on-axis three-component magn

FIG. 5. Azimuthal magnetic wave field~a! amplitude and~b! phase profiles
and ~c! their Fourier series coefficients for argon, pressure 30 mTorr, fi
0.0896 T andz5200 mm from the double saddle coil antenna.

FIG. 6. Radial magnetic wave field profiles of~a! amplitude and~b! phase
for argon, pressure 30 mTorr, field 0.0896 T with the double saddle
antenna.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2007 to 150.203.179.76. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ticprobe was used for comparison. This gave similar resu
indicating that there were no complicated edge waves
those on resonance cones propagating near the azim
probe. This check is very important for helicon waves in t
likely presence of the Trivelpiece–Gould mode.18,19,25,20. An
on-axis Langmuir probe was also used to measure the e
tron density and temperature. The probe was not rf comp
sated. A discrete Fourier transform~FFT! of this data was
chosen to determine the wavenumber because often the s
of the phase varied within a cycle and because the c
calculated the spectra of the radiation resistance and
wavefields.

Because the axial probe severely perturbed the pla
under most conditions, the measurements of the axial pro
of the on-axis electron density and temperature were o
performed at the field for which the plasma was least
fected. For this reason, the axial probe was withdrawn fr
the plasma for the later measurements of the antenna ra
tion resistance and wavefield dispersion. Figures 7~a! and
7~b! show on-axis axial profiles of the density and tempe
ture for an argon plasma with pressure 7 mTorr and magn
field 0.1024 T during the steady state phase of the discha
at 30 ms. Figures 7~c! and 7~d! show, respectively, the thre
components,br ,bu andbz of the on-axis probe and the am
plitude ofbu for three probe elements of the azimuthal arra

d

il

FIG. 7. Axial measurements of~a! electron density and~b! temperature,
magnetic wave field,~c! amplitude and~d! phase on axis, and~e! amplitude
and ~f! phase from the azimuthal probe for argon, pressure 7 mTorr, fi
0.1024 T with the double saddle coil antenna 30 ms into the discharge
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Figure 7~f! shows the phase of the signal detected by
elements of the azimuthal array without the axial probe
serted. This compares well with the phase of the on-a
probe shown in Fig. 7~d!.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the experimental a
theoretically calculated damping rates for the same ratio

FIG. 8. A comparison between the calculated and experimental estimat
the damping length for a range of plasma conditions. The crosses show
experimental results and the triangles of the theory.

FIG. 9. The time evolution of~a! the density from the ion saturation curren
~b! power into the matching network,~c! the antenna current, and~d! the
radiation resistance as a function of time for argon, pressure 30 mTorr,
0.0960 T with the helical antenna.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2007 to 150.203.179.76. Redistribution subject to AIP
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on-axis density to field that will be used later for the com
parisons of dispersion and antenna radiation resistance.
ticeable is the relatively high damping for the higher den
ties and lower wave damping for the lower densities. In th
results, electron–ion and electron–neutral collisions do
nate and Landau damping represents less than 15% o
total, even in the low density phase. Most significant is t
standing waves reflected at the end of the discharge were
observed. This observation allows the theoretically cal
lated antenna radiation resistance to be compared with
experimental results.

V. PLASMA FORMATION WITH THE HELICAL
ANTENNA

The helical antenna employed is shown in Fig. 2~c! and
has overall length 270 mm and 90 mm distance betw
turns. The antenna is located between 0 mm and 280 m
and the elements rotate one and a half times around the
charge in this distance. The helical antenna has a pos
helicity,11,5 strongly coupling toki , and azimuthal modes
satisfying ki /m.0. In the direction along the field wher
ki /m.0, them511 mode should be excited whilst in th
direction antiparallel to the field onlym521 would be al-
lowed to propagate.

The time evolution of the discharge parameters is sho
in Fig. 9 and the plasma density profiles for our field scan
shown in Fig. 10. Axial measurements of plasma parame
and the wavefield quantities are shown in Fig. 11 for t
steady state phase of the discharge. Measurements on e
side of the antenna were accomplished by reversing the s
field. The density profile of Fig. 11~a! indicates that the
plasma density does not extend far on them,0 side of the
antenna. On them,0 side, the plasma decays away by 1

of
the

ldFIG. 10. Radial electron density profiles of an argon discharge with
helical antenna as the static magnetic field is varied.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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mm from the end of the antenna, while on the otherm.0
side, it reaches the end of the static field. The axial a
azimuthal magnetic probes show that the wave propagate
the right in the Figure. There is a gradual build up in wa
amplitude under the antenna starting from the left end to
right end and then a slight attenuation as the wave pro
gates down the column.

Figure 12 shows the azimuthal amplitude and the ph
profiles for each direction of the static field. The field has
normal positive sense in the right frame of the Figure and
opposite sense in the left frame. These profiles again con
the dominance ofm511. In the right frame the slope i
positive and the amplitude is large, indicating a domin
m511 mode. Reversal of the static field as shown in
left frame of Fig. 12 causes the wave pattern to rotate in
opposite sense in space compared to the right frame. Th
because the sense of azimuthal propagation of a positive
muthal mode obeys the right hand screw rule with respec
the positive z-axis ~the direction of the steady magnet
field!. When the field is reversed so too is the direction
propagation of them511 mode. Thus what we see in th
left frame is a low amplitudem511 mode~not an m521
mode!.

FIG. 11. Axial measurements of~a! electron density and~b! temperature,
magnetic wave field,~c! amplitude and~d! phase on axis, and~e! amplitude
and ~f! phase from three of the azimuthal probes for argon, pressure
mTorr, field 0.096 T with a helical antenna at 30 ms into the discharge.
vertical dotted lines show the location of the helical antenna and the ver
unbroken line shows the location of the last magnetic field coil.
Downloaded 07 Nov 2007 to 150.203.179.76. Redistribution subject to AIP
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VI. COMPARISON OF WAVE DISPERSION AND
ANTENNA RADIATION RESISTANCE WITH
THE NUMERICAL MODEL

In both the double saddle coil and helical antenna ca
the dominant measured wave mode was them511 azi-
muthal mode. The impedance spectra calculated by the
merical model for the measured plasma conditions sho
very high radiation resistance for them511 mode com-
pared to all other modes.1 A physical explanation for the low
excitation efficiency of negativem-modes is given by Ka-
menskiet al.11 The poor excitation is predominantly due
the central peaking of the density profile, which prevents
m521 wavefields from penetrating the bulk of the plasm
for these conditions.

The code can calculate the antenna impedance spec
for various (ki ,m)-mode numbers summed over all radi
modes that satisfy the antenna and vessel boundary co
tions. One can therefore determine the (ki ,m) of the mode
with the largest resistance and wave amplitude. Experim
tally one can measure the dominant wavenumber as
scribed above by Fourier transforming~FFT! the axial profile
wave data, however, one can only measure the total ante
radiation resistance. Thus, in this section, we compare
measured wavenumbers with the wavenumbers of the do
nant mode computed by the code~alwaysm511) and the
measured antenna radiation resistance with the real pa

0
e
al

FIG. 12. Azimuthal profiles of the wave fields with corresponding Four
coefficients for the helical antenna with the magnetic field forward a
reversed. The results for the positive direction of the magnetic field
shown at the right. The frames at the left show the profile for the rever
field. Note that in both cases, the field pattern rotates in a right hand s
with respect to the static field.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the code calculated antenna impedance integrated ove
mode numbers.

Figure 13 compares the measured wavenumbers
those calculated by the code as a function of the ratio of
central density to magnetic field for the double saddle c
antenna. This choice of independent variable is motivated
the simplified dispersion relation for helicon waves24 which
depends uniquely on this ratio according to

kiAk'
2 1ki

25
nevm0e

B0
. ~3!

This expression is valid for fast waves at frequenc
well above the ion cyclotron frequency. Figure 13 sho
from top to bottom results for argon, neon and helium pl
mas. For argon, the density profiles of Fig. 4 were used in
code. Similar profiles were obtained for neon and heliu
The agreement is rather good. The data in Fig. 13 canno
considered a dispersion relation due to the discontinuous
fect that the radial density profiles have on the data. The
fore a theoretical ‘‘dispersion relation’’ cannot be plotte
only the theory points.

Despite this, in Fig. 13 we also plot the simplified di
persion relation,

ki5CAne

B0
, ~4!

which is derived from Eq.~3! with k'aki . The constant,C,
is chosen to best fit the data. For the abscissa in unit
1019m23/T, C'5.5. This value is the same for all gases,
would be expected.

It is surprising at first sight that Eq.~4! provides a good
general fit to the data. For example, Chen25 has shown that
for a thin machine likeBASIL with a conducting wall bound-
ary, the helicon wave boundary condition leads toJ1(k'a)
'0, whereJ1 is the Bessel function anda is the wall radius.
For the first radial mode inBASIL, a50.02 m, andk'

FIG. 13. A comparison between the experimental and numerical m
results of the wave dispersion for~a! argon,~b! neon, and~c! helium for a
double saddle coil antenna. The parabolic line is a best fit for all cases
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'120 m21. Thus,k'@ki and from the dispersion relation
Eq. ~3!, ki is a linear function ofne /B0 . This is clearly in
disagreement with Fig. 13. The interpretation previou
given by Kamenski and Borg11 is that the first radial modes
of them561 propagate as fast magnetosonic surface wa
at low frequencies. These authors provide a discussion
this point and refer the reader to the early work on mag
tohydrodynamic~MHD! surface waves in the Alfve´n wave
heating literature.22,26,27The most important consequence
that them511 first radial helicon mode, which is a fas
wave mode, does not undergo a waveguide cutoff. Even
hydrogen plasma at low frequency, machine size and den
or at high field, for example, modes like them50 modes or
the m511 higher radial modes which are body waves u
dergo waveguide cutoff. This does not occur for the fi
radial mode of them511 helicon wave. The main surpris
ing result is that contrary to common belief,k' now depends
on ki and is not fixed by the plasma boundary. This res
can even be checked for a uniform plasma.

One can apply the definition of a surface wave accord
to Cross22 ~p. 56!. A correspondence between surface wav
in a slab and a cylinder has led to the definition ofkr

25k'
2

2m2/a2 for the corresponding effective radial wavenumb
in a cylinder. This is a somewhat arbitrary definition but
simple one to employ here. Ifkr

2,0, indicating radial eva-
nescence, the wave is a surface wave by definition. From
~3!,

kr
25a2/ki

22ki
22m2/a2, ~5!

wherea5 nevm0e/B0 . The transition between surface an
body wave behavior occurs forkr

250 or, approximately,
(vm0ene /kiB0)22ki

251/a2. Using the curves in Fig. 13 we
may writene /B0(1019m23/T)'0.0331ki

2 . We therefore ob-
tain 7.6ki

251/a2 or ki,18 m21 if a50.02 m. Thus, accord-
ing to this definition, them511 helicon wave at frequen
cies well above the ion cyclotron frequency is right at t
border line of surface wave behavior in a small radius dev
like BASIL.

In conclusion, we note that even though the experim
tal data do not prove that the dispersion relation is accura
parabolic, it is clear that the data agree better with a parab
than with a straight line through the origin. ForBASIL con-
ditions, the theoretically calculated functional dependence
the dispersion relation agrees with that of Eq.~2! to within a
few percent for a constant density profile.

If one gets good agreement in the wavenumber predic
by theory, then the antenna radiation resistance compar
should be a reliable way of revealing the presence of pa
sitic loading. Figure 14 shows the comparison of the co
calculated and the experimentally measured total antenn
diation resistances. The agreement is excellent, at leas
the conditions here where the coupling is good. These res
are not affected at all by dissipative processes. All tha
required is that the wave does not return with significa
amplitude to the antenna region after reflection from the e
of the plasma, as previously explained. From Fig. 7, this w
indeed the case inBASIL. One can safely conclude that th
helicon wave transports the energy launched by the ante

el
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Somehow this energy is acquired by the plasma. It is bey
the scope of this paper to examine this question in detai
should be pointed out, however, that recent calculations w
a new code,UFEM,25 which takes into account the parall
electron dynamics, indicate that it is not obvious that
deposition is localized to the propagating wave but may
concentrated near the antenna elements.

The case of the helical antenna is interesting becaus
the fact that the plasma only forms on one side of the
tenna. Figures 15~a! and ~b! show the same results for th
case. The wavenumber agreement is again quite reason
however, the high wavenumber selectivity of the helical a
tenna leads to a lower range of observed wavenumbers,
though the same range of fields was used as for the do
saddle coil antenna. The antenna radiation resistance a
ment is satisfactory, except at low fields, where the exp
mental results are higher than theory. This cannot sugge
slight parasitic loading since the same effect would ha

FIG. 14. A comparison between the experimental and model results o
antenna radiation resistance for~a! argon, ~b! neon, and~c! helium for a
double saddle coil antenna.

FIG. 15. A comparison between the experimental and model results o
wave dispersion antenna radiation resistance in argon plasma for the h
antenna.~a! Dispersion;~b! antenna radiation resistance.
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been evident in the double saddle coil results. We have b
unable to satisfactorily resolve this discrepancy, even by
of the UFEM code and putting a reflector on them521 side
of the antenna in the code in order to simulate the absenc
plasma density on them521 side of the antenna.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the fi
comparison of the helicon wave dispersion and antenna
diation resistance in a high density and field helicon wa
driven source that is free of adjustable parameters. A sim
detailed comparison of the dispersion relation has been
formed by Davies and Christiansen28 for the case of a low
density (ne,531017m23) and field (B0,0.04 T) pre-
formed plasma. According to these authors, the effects
finite electron mass cannot be neglected for the predictio
the dispersion relation as they could in our case. This c
clusion appears to agree with more recent work.18,19

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Detailed wavefield measurements and a numerical c
comparison have demonstrated that the helicon w
launched by both a double saddle coil and a helical ante
in the high density, high field machineBASIL is composed
almost exclusively of them511 mode. An attempt to force
coupling tom,0 modes by the positive helicity, helical an
tenna proved unsuccessful and an asymmetric plasma for
with the plasma extending only a short distance in them
,0 direction from the antenna. This confirmed the poor co
pling of m,0 modes predicted by the numerical code f
our conditions.

For both antennas, good agreement was found betw
experimental measurements of the wave dispersion and
antenna radiation resistance and the results of the nume
code. This justifies the neglect of finite electron mass~im-
plying Ez50) by the code for the calculation of dispersio
and antenna radiation resistance for our conditions. We c
clude that there are negligible power losses through para
effects such as those which account for all the coupling
capacitively and inductively coupled discharges; at le
whenever there is good coupling to a helicon mode.

It is interesting to note by comparison of Figs. 3 and
that the power employed to create a given density is sign
cantly higher for the double saddle coil than for the helic
antenna; the helical antenna requiring, at most, 1.5
whereas the double saddle coil requires up to 8 kW. Thi
partly due to the fact that the helical antenna only produce
plasma along half the length of the tube. In fact, there
additional effects that need to be considered. The study
the antenna radiation resistance is but a first, simple s
toward a complete understanding and quantification of
helicon discharge physics.
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